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We note that in the absence of currents, U = 0, 
we get according to (2 .6) Eyx = 0. 

Let us consider by way of an example a plasma 
with current, bordering on a currentless but suf
ficiently dense plasma, so that the condition 
Os < o is satisfied at all points of the transition 
layer. The dispersion equation for low-frequency 
( w « WHi) oscillations with kx » kz breaks up 
in this case into two equations: 

( 1- C~:x2 Bxx) [ Bxy- 2i( Bxx- C
2:i) J = 0, (6.4) 

the first of which ( Exx = c2k~/w2 ) describes 
stable magnetic-sound oscillations with frequency 
w = kxc A• and the second can be reduced to the 
form 

w2 -cA2ki+wHikzUkx/lkxl =0. (6.5) 

We see that it describes surface waves of the 
Alfven type. Under the condition 

(6 .6) 

we get a current-convective instability of these 
oscillations, which leads to the smearing of the 
sharp plasma boundary. 

In conclusion it must be noted that the excita
tions of surface waves in a plasma with sharp 
boundary (A. » o), considered in the present 
paper, are due in final analysis to the current 
gradient and constitute, as already noted, the 
limiting case of a collisionless current-convec-

tive instability of an inhomogeneous plasma. [4] 

However, effects of this kind can take place also 
in the absence of current, but at a finite electron 
temperature. Then the surface waves are the 
limiting case of drift waves in a plasma with 
sharp boundary, which were considered in a paper 
by one of the authors. [6] 

We are grateful to Academician M. A. Leonto
vich, who called our attention to this group of 
questions, and to B. B. Kadomtsev and V. D. 
Shafranov for useful discussions. 
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Formulas (40) and (42) should read: 

ene e2n 
Ci12 = TT, Ci'12 = 2mT cth ex, 

1 , ene { 1 1 + ch2 ct ~ } 
:t'" = T ~ 12 = 2mT zcthct + ct sh•:t - rcthct , 

~12 = e;e { cth cr + 4~- w~ } , 
, H 

n8 { 3 1 + ch2 X 5 + ch2 cr ~ [ 1 + ch2 cr -] ( ~ )2 } 
112 = 2m 4 cth :t + cr sh2 ct + ct2 cth :t sh2 :t - T _ cth cr + 2:t sh2 :t _ + T cth cr , 

- ene { 3 ~ } 
ctJ2 = 2mT cth a+ 2ct -2 wH ' 

_ n,T {15 1 + ch2 :t 
1 12 = eH 4 +3:xcthct+ct2 sh•cr 2i ( ~ + C( cth cr) + (fr n, 

1 e 
Cin = e2Jo, :tu = T- ~n = T (J,- Vo}, 

1 
In= T (J2- 2/;JJ + I;,"Jo) 

*ch "'cosh, sh "'sinh, cth "'coth. 

(40)* 

(42) 


